A fast and robust quantitative time-lapse assay for cell migration.
We describe a simple and widely applicable method to measure cell migration in time-lapse sequences of fluorescently labeled cells in culture. Briefly, binarized cell images obtained after thresholding were cumulatively projected, and the covered areas were measured. This procedure determines the time course of the track area successively covered by the cell population. Under conditions where cell growth is negligible, a robust index of cell motility is derived from normalized plots for the displacement of cells over time. We applied this method to quantitatively examine the migration of B35 neuroblastoma cells transiently expressing GFP and to C6 glioma cells after staining with Hoechst 33258. This sensitive assay detected the influence of agents which inhibit actin polymerization (cytochalasin B) or interfere with the maintenance of cell polarity (methyl-beta-cyclodextrin) on cell migration. Thus, this assay is a versatile tool to measure quickly the migration of different cell types using different labeling strategies.